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Abstract—Code comprehension, especially understanding relationships across project elements (code, documentation, etc.), is non-trivial when information is spread across different interfaces and tools. Bringing the right amount of information to the place where it is relevant and when it is needed can help reduce the costs of seeking information and creating mental models of the code relationships. While non-traditional IDEs have tried to mitigate these costs by allowing users to spatially place relevant information together, thus far, no study has examined the effects of these non-traditional interactions on code comprehension. Here, we present an empirical study to investigate how the right information at the right time and right place allows users—especially newcomers—to reduce the costs of code comprehension. We use a non-traditional IDE, called Synectic, and implement link-able annotations which provide affordances for the accuracy, time, and space dimensions. We conducted a between-subjects user study of 22 newcomers performing code comprehension tasks using either Synectic or a traditional IDE, Eclipse. We found that having the right information at the right time and place leads to increased accuracy and reduced cognitive load during code comprehension tasks, without sacrificing the usability of developer tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Code comprehension is essential to software development and comprises a large portion of developers’ activities. For example, in a field study, Xia et al. found that software professionals spent 58% of their development efforts on code comprehension [1]. Given the large role that code comprehension plays, research has sought to map the processes through which developers understand a code base. For instance, Sillito et al. identified four categories of questions developers ask during maintenance tasks [2], which map to the code comprehension processes of: find an initial focus point, expand understanding around that point, and understand the concepts that connect related code entities, and build a mental model of multiple groups of related entities.

A common thread through each of these steps is that developers “forage” for relevant information in order to create a mental model of the system and the relationships between its various components. In fact, prior research has shown that foraging accounts for up to 35% of a developer’s time during maintenance tasks [3], [4].

However, foraging for information is not easy. One study found that 50% of navigation (when foraging) yielded less information than developers expected and 40% of navigation required more effort than the developer predicted [5]. This cost is likely considerably higher for newcomers to a project, who haven’t yet formed a mental model of the feature set and the different relationships between code elements.

Newcomers rely on tools to come up-to-speed on large, varied sources of relevant project information. However, the way traditional IDEs are set up limits direct management of relevant information [6], [7], which in turn creates barriers in understanding the relationship between software features [8]. For example, to fully understand the codebase, developers may refer to other artifacts such as documentation, issue reports, sample code, and design rationale [9]. Traditional IDEs treat code as the primary artifact, often relegating other artifacts out of scope for direct support. Additionally, the primary mechanism for managing multiple code documents in traditional IDEs is a combination of single-purpose window panes, un-ordered tabs, and one-off dialog boxes. These “bento-box” style interfaces partition relevant information without providing affordances for understanding the relationships between them. This increases navigational overhead and inhibits developers from organizing information to fit their current task (or mental model) [10], [11], [12], [13].

We focus on three aspects that can ease code comprehension: (A1) allowing interaction with artifacts that are more than just code, (A2) placing relevant information closer together (either spatially or in groups), and (A3) externalizing and recording relationships between artifacts. Past work on non-traditional IDEs—using a canvas or ribbon-based approach—have sought to ease navigation and understanding of project structure [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. These studies have addressed aspect (A1) to an extent (e.g. via augmenting code with debugger output inline [16]) and aspect (A2) based primarily on syntactic linking (e.g. bubbles containing code linked together by call graph relationships [14]), but none have directly addressed aspect (A3), which is an important element of code comprehension.

Further, no in-depth studied investigate how these aspects facilitate code comprehension among developers. Without an understanding of the effects of these aspects, we miss...
out on valuable insights to design processes and tools that intend to improve code comprehension. To address this gap in knowledge, we conducted a user study to compare the effects of a traditional IDE (Eclipse) with a canvas-based IDE (Synectic) that facilitates these three aspects (A1–A3) of code comprehension through annotations. Annotations allow developers to gather documentation relevant to the code (A1), juxtapose these code and documentation on a canvas (A2), and link the code artifacts with the relevant documentations (or other code artifacts) (A3) to capture and annotate the relationship between artifacts.

In our between-subject study of 22 participants, we analyzed how project newcomers used annotations to complete a set of four code comprehension tasks. We focused on newcomers as they haven’t yet built a mental model of the codebase and need significant effort to comprehend it [19], [20].

To understand participants’ code comprehension activities, we analyzed the accuracy, time, and cognitive load of each participant and examined the results through two lenses. First, we used an Information Foraging Theory lens [21] to analyze how participants “foraged” for the right information to complete each comprehension task. Second, we investigated how the annotations helped participants comprehend code using the four categories of comprehension questions described by Sillito et al. (i.e., finding focus points, expanding understanding around that focus point, connecting related elements, and contextualizing the information to the larger codebase) [2].

The results of our study show that the current “bento-box” style arrangement of code in traditional IDEs create hurdles to foraging for the right information. Conversely, annotations helped participants in finding and arranging the right information at the right place.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A. Code Comprehension Questions

Developers decide on the value of particular patches of information during foraging, and in particular they must read and comprehend the underlying code in order to evaluate whether it is relevant to their specific task. This comprehension process requires that developers formulate and ask questions about the underlying information (which is primarily code in the case of software development).

Several studies have examined the types of information that developers seek during development tasks [6], [2], [22], [23], [24], [25]. In particular, we use the four categories of code comprehension questions identified by Sillito et al. [2]. These categories represent a model for understanding how developers explore and understand code during change tasks, and consist of: (1) Questions related to locating an initial focus point, (2) questions that examine how this initial focus point relates to other entities, (3) questions that explore the combined behavior of related entities, and (4) contextual questions that build upon knowledge spanning multiple groups of related entities.

These questions enable developers to build mental models of the underlying code and facilitate the ability to confidently make changes to that code [10]. We use comprehension questions that span these four categories in order to capture the complete code comprehension process of newcomers building understanding within a codebase.

B. Information Foraging Theory

Information Foraging Theory (IFT) explains and predicts how humans seek information within information-rich environments. This provides a theoretical foundation to investigate why some software engineering tools fail, or succeed, at supporting software developers’ work. IFT [21] explains how humans seeking information is analogous to how animals forage for prey in the wild. Originally applied to user-web interactions, researchers expanded IFT to suitably explain human behavior during software development [3], [26], [4], [27], [28]. IFT has also been applied to design tools supporting development activities [4], [29], [3].

IFT describes a human seeking information as akin to a predator (person seeking information) pursuing prey (valuable sources of information) through a collection of patches of information in an informational environment. Patches are connected by traversable links that can lead to other patches of information. Each patch contains information features that the predator can process.

The information features have value, as well as cost (in the form of time for the human to read and process them). Traversing a link also has a cost (time to go from one patch to the other). The central proposition of IFT is that a predator tries to maximize the value of information gained from a patch over the cost of traversing to the patch and processing the information [5]. However, predators cannot accurately determine a patch’s value and cost prior to processing, so they make choices based on their expectations of value and cost. These expectations are based on the previously processed information patches, and perceived potential for future patches.

We use an IFT lens to examine the navigational aspects of comprehending code within an IDE, since the scale of information available within such tools requires “foraging” in order to locate and comprehend relevant information.

C. Alternative user interfaces in IDEs

Traditional file-based IDEs use individual code files as the core component that all interactions and interfaces are designed around. This model creates barriers to effortless coding. Prior literature has shown that developers working in traditional IDEs spend considerable time foraging for relevant information [30], navigating code [31], [32], and managing context when switching tasks and environments [33].

Alternative IDEs attempt to tackle some of these deficiencies through novel user interfaces that allow related information to be clustered in bubbles [14], that span infinitely expandable canvases [15], and maintain relevant information in close proximity [16]. These visual metaphors have also spawned efforts to constrain the amount of information into ribbons of sequentially related code snippets [18].

All of these alternative IDEs have sought to reduce the costs of context switching when navigating to relevant code, and
lower the cognitive load required to understand and operate on that code. However, improvements in these dimensions are still possible and further work can help developers using both traditional and alternative IDEs; since features developed in alternative IDEs are not exclusive to those IDEs.

III. Annotations in Synectic

Fig. 1: Synectic provides a canvas-based environment containing spatially arranged cards of relevant information (code, webpages, etc.), along with annotations that link information to individual cards and between related cards. This example groups cards and annotations related to implementing CRUD operations on the product page in Vaadin Bakery App (task T4).

Synectic is an IDE designed as a canvas-based environment, similar to Code Bubbles [14] and Moldable Debugger [17], with spatial interactions as the central interaction paradigm. Synectic provides a spatially-oriented interface that mimics cards on a canvas in order to allow contextually relevant information to be arranged and grouped according to the needs of the user. Cards can be of many types; e.g. code cards, web browser cards, etc.

To further capture the relationships between these cards, we also include an annotation overlay that includes annotations and links that can be attached to one or more cards placed on the canvas. Figure 1 presents a snapshot of the Synectic interface, including three cards containing code and a browser card (displaying API documentation in this example), as well as annotations (shown as yellow boxes) with links between cards and annotations (shown as black lines). These annotations can contain arbitrary text, including a mix of code and documentation, and exist as long as the linked card(s) exist on the canvas. Sharing annotations among developers on the same project can be accomplished through backup files that record the state of the canvas within Synectic. The annotation overlay is provided in order to capture and express the previously hidden relationships that developers intuitively create in their minds [10], [34].

A. Support for Foraging

The annotations within Synectic provide a system for exposing and archiving navigation pathways of developers. This ensures that revisiting information for similar tasks does not incur the same costs as the first foraging session [21], [26], [5]. All subsequent foraging sessions can benefit from the presence of annotations that indicate the value of information features, and navigation pathways for particular cards.

B. Support for Understanding

Developers use IDEs (and code editors) to solve problems that expand beyond a monolithic model of code. This requires developers to deal with different versions of files, information stored in a variety of formats, and layers of abstractions (e.g. hierarchical, syntactic, semantic) that reduce cohesion between IDEs and other software systems (e.g. compilers, build systems, testing, etc.) [35].

The conventional bento-box design for dealing with multidimensional relationships in IDEs has been to add tabbed or multi-pane user interfaces that individually represent a lens under which we examine code (e.g. a debugger pane for examining run-time state, a version control pane for reconciling different versions of code files, and tabs of editors for operating across multiple code files). However, these interfaces limit the ability to visually describe relationships between different entities. The relationship between different tabs of code is not immediately understandable by looking at the arrangement of tabs, and often conveys no information beyond the order in which they were opened [5].

Synectic attempts to expose these interdependent relationships through cards that can be rearranged and grouped according to the specific lens under which the developer is examining the code. For example, a developer attempting to locate and resolve a bug can open a series of related code files into individual cards. The developer can then create a group of syntactically-related cards that contain code involved directly in the bug, and another group of semantically-related code cards that provide further context when developing a fix for the bug. Additionally, annotations within Synectic allow the developer to add notes that specifically call out the relevant information found in each card (or group of cards).

C. Support for Maintaining

Mental models are constructed representations of real world that mirror a working understanding of observed phenomena [36]. Within software development, mental models contain a developers’ knowledge and insights into both code and external constraints on the use of that code [10], [37]. Synectic provides direct representation of these mental models through spatially arranged cards of information, annotated between
and within sources, that allow the intrinsic knowledge of developers to be extrinsically archived in their IDE.

Research has shown that maintaining mental models incurs a cognitive cost on developers [10]. This cost affects locating relevant information (see Section III-A), and sorting through that information to create a mental model that is relevant to the current task (see Section III-B). After incurring these costs, developers try to reduce or remove these costs from future work by saving the relevant information in code, comments, and documentation that maintains as much of the mental model as possible.

During maintenance tasks, developers often seek to understand (or remember) different aspects of individual entities (known as information features in IFT), building understanding of concepts that span multiple entities, and expanding to the larger context of concepts that encompass groups of entities [2], [4]. These relationships are often valuable for a variety of maintenance tasks, but left to each individual developer to explore and build their mental model through direct experience with reading and manipulating the code. The annotation features within Synectic provide a simplified method for capturing and storing this information so that future developers (or the same developer working on future tasks) can quickly recover their mental model; leveraging it to potentially reduce maintenance time and effort.

We further examine the benefits of annotations for code comprehension through user studies described in the Study Design and Results sections below.

IV. STUDY DESIGN

To understand the effects of annotations on code comprehension, we conducted a controlled lab study comparing annotations in Synectic to the notes functionality included in Eclipse—a traditional IDE. We specifically aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: How do annotations affect code comprehension among newcomers?
   a: Do annotations increase the accuracy of responses?
   b: Do annotations reduce the time to task completion?
   c: Do annotations reduce cognitive load?

RQ2: How usable are annotations for newcomers?

Participants were randomly assigned to either Synectic or Eclipse and asked to complete four program comprehension tasks using the assigned IDE. Between tasks, participants were assessed for perceived cognitive load. Finally, at the conclusion of all four tasks, participants were asked to complete a brief questionnaire on the perceived usability of their assigned IDE.

A. Participants and Treatments:

Our participants comprised graduate-level computer science students recruited through convenience and snowball sampling [38]. These participants represented our target population of project newcomers and allowed us to assess the appropriateness of annotation features in onboarding tasks.

We recruited 22 participants using university mailing lists. Table I illustrates the demographic distribution of participants (13 men, 8 women, and one participant preferred not to disclose gender). The median level of programming experience among all participants was 5 years (mean = 7.4 yrs, S.Dev. = 5.5 yrs for Eclipse group; mean = 7.0 yrs, S.Dev. = 5.0 yrs for Synectic group).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>S6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>S7</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>S8</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>S9</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>S10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S11</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Study Participant Demographics

1 Participant (E for Eclipse, S for Synectic)  ii Gender (M for Man, W for Woman, P for Prefer not to disclose)  iii Years of soft. dev. experience

We assigned 11 participants to each treatment group using a stratified sampling [39] based on participants’ programming experience; pairing similarly experienced participants and assigning one participant to each treatment. All participants in the Eclipse group reported some degree of familiarity with Eclipse, and none of the participants in the Synectic group reported familiarity with Synectic.

Each study session was time-boxed to two hours. First, we obtained participant’s consent and provided a walk-through of the assigned IDE, the target project for the study, and the study protocol. Participants were asked to think aloud during the study, which was captured using audio recordings and screen capture software. Prior to starting the study tasks, participants were asked to complete a brief warm-up task in order to become comfortable with the study protocol. After the study tasks, participants were asked to complete a usability questionnaire related to the annotation/notes features within the assigned IDE. Participants were offered US$20 in compensation at the conclusion of each session.

B. Project and Tasks:

The tasks focused on maintenance tasks within the Vaadin Bakery App1, which is an open-source Java project (LOC ≈ 5000) designed for bakery shop sales and orders management. The project includes functionality to keep track of product inventory, customers, employees, and a visual dashboard to summarize all transactions.

A senior developer on the project provided documentation and information that would typically be conveyed to newcomers attempting to understand the codebase. For Synectic, he laid out the cards and added onboarding documentation as annotations. For Eclipse, he created an onboarding document file and linked to the code. The documentation information in both treatments were identical.

1https://vaadin.com/start/latest/full-stack-spring
We gave participants four comprehension tasks, which we created. These tasks were designed to be representative of common problems that newcomers experience when onboarding [40]. The senior developer then verified these tasks were typical onboarding tasks, and the ordering (in terms of complexity) was appropriate for newcomers to attempt.

For each task, we asked participants to first locate elements in the codebase that are relevant to a particular feature (Part A), and then ask them to answer comprehension questions that require in-depth understanding of that portion of the codebase (Part B); see Table II for the specific prompts and questions given to participants in the study prompt.

After each task, participants reported their perceived cognitive load for the task by completing a one-question survey that asked “how mentally demanding was the task?” (using a balanced Likert-scale response, where 1 is very low and 7 is very high) [41]. After completing all four tasks, participants provided overall usability ratings for the annotations/notes features of the assigned IDE by completing a questionnaire based on the System Usability Scale [42].

C. Measurements and Constructs:

To answer our research questions, we measured time and evaluated the accuracy of responses for each question. We provide definitions of all relevant constructs used in our results and discussions below:

**Accuracy (A):** Accuracy of a response is dependent on the completeness and correctness of individual elements within that response. Therefore, we use the balanced Sørensen–Dice coefficient ($F_1$-score) [43] to calculate accuracy:

$$A = \frac{2TP}{2TP + FP + FN}$$

Where True Positive ($TP$) is the number of elements (e.g. class, method, etc.) correctly identified in an individual response, False Positive ($FP$) is the number of elements incorrectly identified in the response, and False Negative ($FN$) is the number of elements missing from the response. Since each task is comprised of two parts, we calculate and report the mean of accuracy scores for each task.

**Time:** The time between when a participant switched to the IDE from the question to when they pressed the next button on the task prompt.

**Cognitive Load:** The perceived cognitive load was reported by participants after each task using a seven-point Likert scale (where 1 is very-low, and 7 is very-high).

**Usability:** The perceived usability of the onboarding document/annotations were reported by participants at the end of the study using a seven-point Likert scale (where 1 is strongly-agree, and 7 is strongly-disagree) and standardized System Usability Scale (SUS) prompts [42].

D. Analysis:

Our study design is factorial. Each participant was assigned to a treatment (Eclipse or Synectic)—the between-subject factor—and performed four tasks T1 to T4 (in order)—the within-subject factor. This constitutes an F1-LD-F1 design, an instance of Fx-LD-Fy family of designs, where $x$ refers to the number of between-subjects factor (i.e. treatment) and $y$ are the number of within-subjects factors within each $x$ (i.e. tasks) [44], [45], [46], [47].

This design gave us 88 observations across all participants, treatments, and tasks ($11 \times 2 \times 4$). Our analysis is bounded by two constraints: measures from each task are not independent across participants, and sample sizes per measurement are small. Therefore, we chose a rank-based (RB) non-parametric ANOVA (NP). Thus, we compare the the accuracy, time-to-completion, and cognitive load measurements between treatments using the Rank Based Non-Parametric (RBNP) ANOVA-type tests [48], [49].

We use RTE [44] to explain the magnitude of differences between treatments since calculating effect size (a mean-based analysis) is not appropriate for Rank-based ANOVA. RTE provides the probability of one group having a higher observed value than the other. For example, an RTE value of 60% for Group A (for accuracy), means that in a random sampled observation from each group, there is 60% probability that Group A observations has a higher observed value than the other. For example, an RTE value of 60% for Group A (for accuracy), means that in a random sampled observation from each group, there is 60% probability that Group A observations has a higher observed value than the other.

We evaluate usability by comparing the normalized SUS score of the participants (sum of the scores across all four tasks transformed to a $0 – 100$ scale) using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test [50].

V. RESULTS

Here we present the descriptive statistics and results of the statistical tests comparing the effect of annotations on the following constructs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Prompt/Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Name the class(es) and method(s) in which we put the &quot;product&quot; menu item in the list of system menus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>To add a menu item in the body of configure method, an instance of AppLayoutMenuItem has been created. Which parameters are needed to create an AppLayoutMenuItem for the &quot;product&quot; menu item? Explain what each parameter means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Good Practice:</strong> The class(es) and method(s) in which we put the &quot;product&quot; menu item in the list of system menus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Which class(es) have &quot;product&quot; validations (e.g. not blank, acceptable format for a field,...) been added?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>How did we limit the maximum price of a product? How does the system limit the maximum price of a product?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Good Practice:</strong> The class(es) and method(s) in which we put the &quot;product&quot; menu item in the list of system menus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Which class(es) do we add the code to get the user access to the “Product” pages?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>We want only the user with role “Manager” be able to have access to the “product” page. What changes would you apply?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Which class(es) are responsible for implementing a &quot;product&quot;-related search?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>We want to be able to search the products by product name and price. What changes would you apply?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: User study tasks; each task is divided into a navigation prompt (Part A) and a comprehension question (Part B).
Fig. 2: Boxplots with error bars for each task T1–T4 grouped by treatment (Synectic or Eclipse) and included for each measured dimension: accuracy of participant task responses as a percentage (left); time to task completion in seconds (center); participant perceptions of cognitive load on a 1–7 scale, where 1 is very-low and 7 is very-high (right).

A. RQ1a: Accuracy
The RBNP ANOVA-type test showed that accuracy of participants were significantly different across the two treatments ($p$-value < 0.001, statistic = 19.46488). The RTE statistics showed that Synectic (RTE = 64.80%) has a higher effect on the accuracy of the responses compared to Eclipse (RTE = 35.20%). Figure 2 (left) shows that Synectic participants had a higher median accuracy for all four tasks.

B. RQ1b: Time
The mean and median of time taken by Synectic group (mean = 575, Mdn = 440 seconds) was smaller than that of Eclipse group (mean = 517, Mdn = 607 seconds), however the RBNP ANOVA-type test failed to show a significant difference across the two treatments in the time to complete a task ($p$-value = 0.22, statistic = 1.607723). Figure 2 shows the distribution of time taken for all four tasks.

C. RQ1c: Cognitive Load
The RBNP ANOVA-type test showed that the cognitive load perceived by participants were significantly different across the two treatments ($p$-value = 0.003, statistic = 11.52591). The RTE statistics shows that Synectic (RTE = 38.75%) has a lower effect on the cognitive load of the participants compared to Eclipse (RTE = 61.25%). Figure 2 shows that Synectic participants had lower median cognitive load than Eclipse participants for tasks T2 and T4, but similar median cognitive load for tasks T1 and T3.

D. RQ2: Usability
The average usability score reported by Synectic participants (73.74) was higher than the average usability score reported by Eclipse participants (53.79). Figure 3 shows the boxplot distribution of usability scores reported by participants in each treatment group. Also, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test showed that the groups differ in median usability score ($W=22$, $p$-value < 0.0123, two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The difference in median usability scores between Synectic participants (median: 72.22) and Eclipse participants (median: 52.78) was also shown to be statistically large (Cliff’s Delta $\delta = 0.64$).

VI. DISCUSSION
Overall, the quantitative results show that annotations helped participants answer comprehension questions more accurately and with significantly less cognitive load. Although the Synectic group took less time overall, the differences were not statistically significant. To delve deeper into participants’ performance in the code comprehension tasks, we qualitatively analyzed the data to investigate: (1) where and how participants faced problems in completing their tasks through an IFT lens [51], and (2) how participants used IDEs to perform the comprehension steps identified by Sillito et al. [2].

A. Using IFT to understand navigation and foraging behavior
Navigating to the right place to get the right information was difficult for Eclipse participants. Before discussing participant behavior through an IFT lens, we first describe the IFT constructs in the context of our study. In Eclipse, we considered methods in the code as well as different Eclipse views (e.g., code editor window, the package explorer) as patches. The text in the patches (e.g., file names in the package explorer) were information features. In the case of Synectic, each card (containing code or any other type of artifact) was a patch and the text inside was the information feature.

Recall that participants were provided onboarding documents; in Eclipse this was displayed as a text document (within the IDE) and in Synectic this was presented via a set of annotations (Section IV). For the Eclipse group, each paragraph in the document was a patch as each was a separate logical unit, and the onboarding document was a collection of sequentially arranged patches. For the Synectic group, each annotation was a patch, and when these were arranged patches next to relevant code it created a relational topology.
Using these IFT constructs, we now analyze how participants navigated to the right information using the assigned IDE for each treatment group.

1) Foraging in the document: Participants in the Eclipse group had to forage for the right prey by navigating across sequentially arranged patches (paragraphs) in the onboarding document. Eclipse participants followed two strategies to avoid having to read the entire document; a visual skimming of the document and searching for keywords within the document. While sometimes these strategies proved successful, participants often faced unforeseen difficulties.

When skimming, Eclipse participants often overlooked the patch containing the intended prey and had to spend additional time and effort skimming back and forth. For example, E1 initially skimmed from bottom to top of the document looking for information related to code to control items in the system menu (for task T1). However, after failing to locate the relevant information, she spent 1.5 minutes scrolling up and down before finally locating the intended patch.

When searching using keywords, Eclipse participants were occasionally stymied from locating the desired prey within the document. This was typically caused by the use of incorrect keywords (or synonyms of relevant keywords), which would return either irrelevant patches or no patches. Furnas et al. [52] mention that people use a surprisingly large variety of words to refer to the same thing, and new users often use the wrong words. This disparity of keywords causes newcomers to fail more often in achieving the actions or information they want, which is known as the vocabulary problem.

For example, during task T4, E2 used “search” as a keyword for locating information related to updating the search functionality in the product page. Since the documentation used the term “find” instead of “search”, in this case, E2’s searches returned only irrelevant patches. Other Eclipse participants, E4 and E5, had similar struggles with the vocabulary problem.

However, information foraging was less of a challenge for Synectic participants. This was likely because each card was a patch of information that linked directly to the related code. This proximity of related information reduced the foraging costs, as participants could quickly skim groups of information to identify if they were relevant. For example, even when the documentation used different words than what participants expected, because of the proximity of the annotations and cards they were able to get to the right information.

2) Foraging across code and document: Navigating to the correct patch in the onboarding document was only the first step. After finding the right information in the document patch, Eclipse participants had to refer to the appropriate code patches in order to comprehend the code. Navigating between these patches imposed additional costs on foraging, which were not observed among Synectic participants.

Foraging within the large code base had its associated costs. Code is hierarchical in nature (i.e. a method patch is contained inside a class patch, which is further contained in package or component patches). A relevant piece of code required for a task could be at any level of this hierarchy.

Eclipse participants relied on the Project Explorer view in order to navigate to potentially relevant code patches. The Project Explorer itself is a patch, providing cues about existing classes and packages as well as the hierarchical structure of code (e.g. the structure of classes contained in packages). Well-established projects can have many hierarchical levels, and require developers to forage for prey buried deep within the project hierarchy. The hierarchy of the project used in our study was 6-levels deep, which made foraging strategies non-trivial and cost-prohibitive.

For example, E6 believed that the relevant piece of code (prey) for T1 was in a patch that discussed the user interface. However, the prey (Mainview.java) was actually six levels deeper than the file that E6 was examining. He had to guess which path to further drill down into, and at some point E6 complained, “why is this folder structure so deep? It’s horrible!” This process of drilling down was made more difficult by the lack of cues indicating which paths were more likely to yield the desired prey.

Foraging costs get higher when prey is scattered across hierarchy (e.g. relevant classes were spread across different packages). Eclipse participants had to navigate across different levels of the hierarchical structure several times for each prey. This imposed high cognitive loads and reduced their focus.

Moreover, switching between different types of artifacts—code and document patches—have different type and structure of content incurred additional cognitive load [53]. As the tasks’ complexity increased, the increase in cognitive load was noticeable; participants had to consume complex information from a patch (document) and switch to another patch (code) to apply the information.

In Synectic, however, documentation patches were adjacent to the relevant code patches and connected through annotations and links. This combination created a unified source of information that required less attention splitting [53] and led to substantially reduced foraging costs and cognitive load.

B. Using Sillito’s four stages of questions to understand code comprehension behavior

Annotations helped participants perform better in the Synectic group. We use the four stages of code comprehension described by Sillito et al. [2] to understand how participants used annotations. The tasks in the study, because of their nature, spanned multiple code comprehension stages. Here we use the example of participant S5 in task T4 (see Table II for task description) to describe how participants completed each of the four code comprehension stages.

During T4, participants needed to understand the “search” functionality and modify the search based on the product name and price fields to that search functionality.

1) Finding an initial focus point suggests that developers start comprehension by finding points/entities that are relevant to the task. In Synectic, annotations provided cues that helped participants narrow down the search space to a reduced set of patches potentially containing the initial focus point.
For example, S5 started this process by inspecting annotations that might lead to information about the task (i.e. “product-related search”). During this inspection, S5 found an annotation connected to a group of cards titled `ProductService`, which explained “how to add a [CRUD] page using product page as an example”. He expanded the group to hunt for other annotations, which gave him a clue to product search and directed him to the `ProductRepository.java` card. This set of annotations and cards formed his initial focus point for further exploration.

(2) **Building on those focus points** is done by exploring other patches of information related to the focus point. Synectic, through the use of annotations, helps make the relationships between cards explicit.

Continuing the example of S5 in T4, after locating the `ProductRepository` class, S5 said, “[card] contains a `find method which seems to be interesting.” He therefore decided to explore other code locations that called the `find` method, which he did by following the annotation link from the `ProductRepository.java` to another card (` ProductService.java`). From there, he continued following the annotations to other related cards further expanding the focus points.

(3) **Understanding the concepts between related entities** can be gained when developers ask questions about concepts in the code that involve multiple entities. In Synectic, annotations linked sets of related cards (or groups of cards), which provided an overview of concepts and relationships between these entities.

Continuing with our example, S5 wanted to understand how the `ProductService` and `ProductRepository` classes interacted with each other to provide search functionality, which he easily did by reading the annotation connecting the respective cards. S5 was able to quickly determine that a method in the `ProductService` class calls a `find` method in the `ProductRepository` class. Thus, this annotation link allowed him to expand his conceptual understanding of entities related to the search functionality.

(4) **Understanding concepts across multiple groups of related entities** can be achieved when developers ask contextual questions about groups of patches located at all levels of the codebase, or even outside the project itself.

The information within Synectic’s annotations, along with links between groups of cards, helps to relate concepts from individual groups in order to build a contextual understanding of the overall codebase. Considering our example, after S5 read and comprehended the annotations and cards linked to the `ProductService` and `ProductRepository` classes, he found additional documentation for using Spring Data’s `JpaRepository` library to make custom queries by method name. The web browser card containing this documentation (along with the rest of the context) provided S5 with enough understanding to be able to accomplish task T4, despite his previous unfamiliarity with the target Java project or the `JpaRepository` library.

Typical IDEs (e.g. Eclipse) provide limited capabilities for expressing relationships at the conceptual levels (phases 3 and 4 from Sillito et al. [2]). Synectic, on the other hand provides annotations and groupings that point toward good initial focus points, groupings that highlight important related entities, and annotated links that explain the relationships between these entities and even the larger context within a software project. With these features, Synectic facilitated all four phases of code comprehension questions described in Sillito et al. [2].

**VII. Threats to Validity**

Our user study has several limitations inherent to laboratory studies of programmers. Our participants were graduate students and may not be representative of professional developers. However, all participants had at least two years of software development experience, and would likely be considered newcomers to any software projects they contribute to now or in the near future. Further, counterbalancing to remove learning effects was not appropriate as the tasks were ordered to allow newcomers to gradually familiarize with the project (which is similar to an onboarding process). Additionally, we did not ask participants to implement new features or change the code directly, which is actually a common practice for newcomers that are just beginning to learn about a project [54].

As with any empirical research involving participant observation, responses could have been affected by the Hawthorne effect [55]. To mitigate biases in participant responses, we were careful not to disclose the comparisons we were making during the study. Additionally, participants might have previous experience using Eclipse, but none had previously used Synectic. Participants could have been aware of advanced features in Eclipse that are not present in Synectic, which would reduce some of the navigational costs. However, even with this potential disadvantage, we observed participants using Synectic generally performed better than participants using Eclipse.

**VIII. Conclusion**

In this paper, we evaluated the effects of annotations that support foraging for information and code comprehension through linking relevant information and code on a canvas-based IDE. To validate annotations in Synectic, we conducted a user study comparing newcomer task support for foraging and comprehension within a traditional IDE (Eclipse) and our canvas-based IDE.

The results of our user study show that providing the right information at the right place and time helps newcomers answer comprehension questions with significantly more accuracy, in less time. Tool support for both foraging and comprehension also significantly reduced the cognitive load on participants. Participants also found annotations in Synectic to be more usable than traditional IDEs like Eclipse. Annotations provided contextually-relevant information adjacent to the code that participants sought to comprehend, which allowed participants to quickly forage to the relevant information and build accurate mental models of the codebase.
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